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Steve Jobs from Apple to Pixar and NeXT, he has changed our lifestyles. One of the biggest
reason of his success was his art of motivating people to join his in bringing a change in a
society. His famous Reality Distortion Field, was his own way of charming or outraging people in
his own favor. He made Reality Malleable. He could change Reality in his favor. Take the below 2
situations and think what you would have done.Imagine you are a boss of tech company, asking
your engineer to make the boot time (switch on time) of your device less. The engineer claims it
to be impossible to reduce it by slightest mili-second. What would you do?.Keep Thinking
Because Steve Jobs Faced a Similar Situation While Developing Macintosh, and the Reply that
Steve Jobs Gave, Reduced the boot time By 20 Seconds.Imagine you are going bankrupt, and
you are not even having 2 months cash, and you were just made the CEO. What would you say
to motivate investors... We may face such situations many a times in life, and the above 2
situations, were actually faced by Steve Jobs. The difference between him and a normal person,
was the way he handled it.It was his famous "Reality Distortion Field" that made it possible for
him to handle such situations. He was a super perfectionist. Today in his unofficial biography, we
discuss how he influenced people, that allowed him to be great orator, allow him to market his
products, and then persuading employees to things that felt impossible. The answers of the
above 2 questions will be there when you read the book."People Who are Crazy Enough to
Think They Can Change the World are the One's That Really do"And this change in thought
process made all the difference. He changed the world not only because he did "Hard Work",
but he did "Smart Work" also. He was smart enough in his brain to decide how to handle a
situations, and have a vision, that changed the world for ever.Even after almost 8 years of his
death, his lessons can drive us forward. And in this book, with lot of research we have written his
life story, to tell you how he accomplished his dreams. And how lessons from his life can be
implied into your life. This book shall change the way you think, perceive problems and your
thought process to find a solution. He made Reality Malleable by simple thought process and
believe. And we uncover it in this book.There are instances from all over his life, where people
felt him fool, but his Reality Distortion Field got him what he wanted. He made Reality Malleable,
he essentially changed the real world into the world that he wanted.

"This tour de force brings home the pain and suffering of soldiers and kin in a way that no other
writing has with which I'm familiar. It is simply splendid." -- Walter Cronkite"A moving, touching,
generous book that helps restore humanity to a generation of young Americans who were
depersonalized and dehumanized by the political passions of an unpopular war. Read it and
weep." -- Ted Koppel"This is a book that needed to be written. Laura Palmer's sensitivity and
understanding...may indeed make Shrapnel in the Heart a classic." -- Jan Scruggs, President,



Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund"A powerful and moving book." -- Cyra McFadden"There is an
extraordinary and deeply moving eloquence in these expressions of grief. This is a book that
should be read, but it is slow going. It is difficult to read through a steady mist of tears." -- The
AtlanticFrom the Trade Paperback edition.From the Back CoverFor the first time, one book gives
voice to the haunting, painful, tender, and healing tales of those who lost so much in America's
least popular war. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorLaura Palmer is the
author of Shrapnel in the Heart: Letters and Remembrances from the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial and has collaborated on a number of other books, including the New York
Times bestseller Escape and To Catch a Predator with NBC’s Chris Hansen. She lives in New
York City. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Steve JobsReality Is MalleableDisclaimerThis book talks about whole life of steve Jobs and talks
about his struggle. It is mainly based over idea of reality distortion Field. It is a way in which
Steve Jobs manipulated Reality to his favor. He had a amazing art of influencing people. And
getting them to do amazing things.Steve Jobs never commented or talked about Reality
Distortion Field on his own. This term was coined by Bud Tribble, and throughout his life Steve
Jobs intiutively used it, while delivering presentations, keynotes, motivating employees finalising
deals, he unintentionally used to pursue people in his favor.I have given various examples and
explanations of Reality Distortion Field. These are all my own interpretations. I have got
information about various incidences from his life through his official biography, The Small Fry by
Lisa Brennan-Jobs and Creative Selection by Ken Kocienda, his public keynotes and speeches,
accounts of his knowns, Apple employees, and some other sources from Quora and Reddit.
These sources were used only for information purposes and there is no direct copying of there
content. Also I have tried to mention the source wherever, I have directly quoted a person. You
can contact me incase you feel I am using someone's intellectual property at
aditya8503@gmail.comSteve JobsReality Is MalleableBirth And ChildhoodSteve Jobs and
WozniakBlue BoxReality Distortion FieldHere's The ThingIndiaApple IStay Hungry Stay
FoolishApple's BirthByte ShopApple IIMike
MarkkulaMacintoshMacOSSimplicitySculleyLaunchBill GatesFameMacintosh XLExitMentally
DisturbedNewtonNeXTAllegationsPixarFamilyMarriageHome Sweet HomeToy StoryLoser Now,
Will be Winner LateriCEOLife SaverJony IveApple StoresiPodCultureFireWirePixar Getting
AcquiredCanceriPhoneDevelopmentSoftwareThe RevolutionLiver TransplantGetting
HealthyGoogle WariPhone 4iPad 23rd LeaveiLegacyBirth And ChildhoodJoanne Schieble and
Abdulfattah Jandali, two University of Wisconsin graduate students. their Relationship continued
and had a son. They knew before delivery that the kid needed to be given up for adoption.
Because Jandali was not ready for relationship, and wanted to back out. Joanne couldn't have
child.The only condition they kept was that the family to which they give their child for adoption
should be college graduates. The kid was assigned to lawyer family, buy on delivery day they
backed out as they wanted girl, as a result he was placed with Paul and Clara Jobs. They took
the adoption and on 24th February, 1955, the a boy was born. Who was named Steven Paul
Jobs. They were not college graduates.The irony is that like his parents Steve also at the age of
23 had a kid before marriage, who was Lisa Brennan Jobs. Another irony was that Paul and
Clara Jobs had promised to get him to college if his choice, but he was a dropout from
college.Steve Jobs was very much attached to his father. He developed the attitude of perfection
by his father's craftsmanship. His father used to state, a good Carpenter would not put a lousy
piece of wood in back if his cabinet. He would find the best piece even when it would be facing
wall. At the age of 5 the parents shifted from San Francisco to Mountain View, California.Reality
Distortion Field, is basically seeing the reality from Steve Jobs eyes. Steve Jobs could ignore



Reality to focus on one thing. This included ignoring cancer to focus on Apple. He could change
Reality by creating illusions. Here Reality does not mean changing facts (that will be
manipulation). Reality Distortion Field is distorting the reaction to facts. For eg. when he became
iCEO of Apple, they were on verge of going bankrupt, there was no hope. He got Bill Gates to
invest over $100 Million. Going by data and analytics there was no possibility that would have
found Apple a good investment option at that time.But Steve Jobs presented a different
perspective, and he didn't beg Bill Gates, neither did he threat Bill Gates. And that is beauty of
Reality Distortion Field. Many a times people think it is a hack or a trick or a mind game. That
can be illegitimate. But Reality Distortion Field is a way to think. It is a different way to perceive
world. That took Steve Jobs to success.One of the initial inspiration of Steve Jobs included real
estate developer Joseph Eichler. His company had 100s of homes in various parts of the
country. Eichler's inexpensive houses had floor-to- ceiling glass walls, open floor plans, along
with many other things. This made it liked by the whole of the america, for it provided high quality
living at affordable priced.Eichler did a great thing, houses were smart and cheap and good. The
beauty was that they were really simple and had clean design. Jobs appreciated it and
remembered it till late in life. They had awesome little features, like radiant heating in the floors.
Jobs said that his appreciation for Eichler home made him passionate for making nicely
designed products for the mass market. “I love it when you can bring really great design and
simple capability to something that doesn’t cost much,” he told that it was the original vision for
Apple. That’s what we tried to do with the first Mac. That’s what we did with the iPod.Steve would
believe that his adoptive parents are his real parents. Even though we was aware of reality, he
would still say his parents were his adoptive parents.Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak both were
pranksters. Jobs is in his initial classes had his friend called Rick Ferrentino. They played many
pranks. Once they hung up a notice for kids to bring up their pets the next day. The next day
teachers unaware of it got totally puzzled when they saw in school dogs running behind
cats.Steve Jobs was taught how to read by his mother before when he started to go school, as a
result the things he learnt in school were felt boring. Teacher had to bribe him to get him to do
work. Once his teacher give him a huge pile of homework and promises some sweets in return if
most of it was right. He finished it within 2 days, which was amazing for that age of kid. She did
not have the treatment to all kids it was that she bribed Steve only. Turns out she had seen some
spark in Steve and was aware of his intelligence. She understood Steve's caliber.He had a good
IQ also. In Walter Isaacson's biography, near the end of 4th grade Jobs was tested. Jobs said: 'I
scored at the high school sophomore level.' This means he was a 4th grader performing at the
10th grade level. He was really good in his studies, and school even suggested him to skip 2
grades though his parents took only 1 grade jump.The bullying that Steve Jobs faced must have
been too much for him at school because one day, he came home and told his parents that he
"wanted to transfer schools or he would never attend school again". After that statement, The
parents agreed and the family moved to another city, which was Los Altos, California, where he
was able to attend Cupertino Junior HighSteve Jobs and WozniakHe Was good at doing pranks



also. That too related to electronics. Once he wired the whole home with speakers. As speakers
can be used as mic also, he secretly listened conversation of his parents. When parents got to
know about it, he was scolded and he had to remove the wiring. These tantrums and creative
way to see world was sometimes the cause of scolding also.The meeting between Steve Jobs
and Steve Wozniak was the most significant meeting in the Silicon Valley, after Hewlett and
Packard Met. Steve Wozniak nicknamed 'Woz', was 4 years older to Steve Jobs. Their meeting
paved the way for many great things that happened in tech world. Steve Jobs when went to
Reed College his Parents who barely made both ends of month meet, had to gather enough
money, to take him to the Reed College. Steve Wozniak's father was electronics guy, and he
developed the interest for the same later in life. He was a hardware enthusiast and he was proud
of that. Woz never wanted to be businessman or be into changing the world in the manner Jobs
did, he simply wanted to remain with electronics.He with his father's electronic errands, used to
imagine his life in future, where he had a computer with size of notebook fitting on a desk.
Remember this was 1960s laptops were not a thing. His father said the computer will cost as
much as house, Woz said, "I will live in apartment"He believed that their are 2 kind of people,
one who is wealthy, strong muscular and work to gain power. And others were who wished to
build the world. He was the second one. He always liked what engineers did. Build and improve
world. They make life easier, and help people accomplish 5 days work in just 4 days. He
developed a game with his friends that gave electric shock when touched. Woz proudly stated
that it was a game of hardware guy and software guys would never play it.He like Jobs was into
playing pranks in his school. He was really good in mathematics. He showing his prankster
nature, developed a ticking machine that sounded like time bomb and put into school locker. It
was made to tick master when the locker was opened. He was later called that day to Principal's
office. Woz assumed that he had won the prize in Maths competition. But he was scolded badly
for it. He ran away and could not control his laughter for what had happened.He once developed
a electric ticking machine, and placed it in the school locker. Principal told how he extracted the
‘bomb,’ he ran out to the football field, and dismantled it that too while laughing loudly. "We first
met in 1971 during my college years, while he was in high school. A friend said, 'you should
meet Steve Jobs because he likes electronics, and he also plays pranks.' So he introduced
us."He left the University of California at Berkeley before he finished his degree in order to work
for Hewlett-Packard. He and Jobs were very involved with a local organization called the
Homebrew Computer Club, where they discussed and experimented with hardware and
software, including video games. It became clear to them that the personal computing era was
about to heat up significantly.Blue BoxBoth of their partnership flourished due to blue box prank.
The fusion of pranks and electronics that secured funds to start Apple—was launched one
Sunday afternoon when Wozniak read an article in Esquire that his mother had left for him on the
kitchen table. It was September 1971, and he was about to drive off the next day to Berkeley, his
third college. The story, Ron Rosenbaum’s “Secrets of the Little Blue Box,” described how
hackers and phone pranksters had found ways to make long- distance calls for free by



replicating the tones that routed signals on the AT&T network. “Halfway through the article, I had
to call my best friend, Steve Jobs, and read parts of this long article to him,” Wozniak recalled.
He knew that Jobs, then beginning his senior year, was one of the few people who would share
his excitement. Steve Jobs was picked up by Woz and both drove quickly to a library at SLAC
[the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center]. They read the technical things, and it was real.
Everything including frequencies were real. They decided to make one for themselves and take it
a step forward by making a digital Blue Box, which no one had made at that time.Steve Jobs due
to his way of seeing the reality differently, could find opportunities that other people couldn't even
imagine. Steve Wozniak got to know about the Blue Box first, amd they made it for funThey
made a prototype and tried to call Woz's uncle, they called a wrong number, but it worked. They
sprung up and were shouting about the fact they were calling for free, they were calling from
Blue Box and they were using Blue Box.Their prank had more scope than they initially
anticipated. They tried to make more of these and sell in public. They made it in a compact size
with the boards and all material summing to around $40 per piece. Like Apple does today, they
added heavy profits, and sold it for $150. This was what funded the start of Apple. Steve Jobs
and Steve Wozniak were the two main founders of Apple. Woz was more active during the earlier
part of Apple. He was the man behind the first 2 computers of Apple, the Apple I and the Apple
II.Reality Distortion FieldSteve Jobs has an amazing art of convincing people towards
something. In front of him, the reality was malleable. His this art got coined with the term Reality
Distortion Field.there are many examples that prove that Steve Jobs had a talent of convincing
and persuading people for a task. The term Reality Distortion Field was coined by Bud Tribble.
The term was taken from a Star Trek episode, where Aliens use it to create their own world.Steve
Jobs was not at all awful, on paper he may seem to be awful, but it was the way of speaking that
could make him feel awesome in fact inspiring here is a Reality Distortion Field example to prove
it. I will tell you classic office condition where your employee refuses to be able to a task and you
have to get it done. How would Steve Jobs get it done?Many times people call Steve Jobs awful,
but this is his secret to success, in simple words, Steve Jobs saying an employee, to reduce the
boot time of mac by 10 seconds when the employee says he can’t shave off a millisecond. But
Steve Jobs asking to shave the time at any cost may make him feel like he is awful, but in this
beautiful example Reality Distortion Field didn’t really make him feel awful, rather it was inspiring
and motivational.Steve Jobs in 1984 was working on Macintosh computers. Engineers working
on Macintosh were asked to reduce 10 seconds from boot time. Disagreeing with it, engineers
refused to be able to reduce even a millisecond from it. Steve Jobs, using Reality Distortion Field
addressed engineers to say, ‘would you reduce it’s time if someone’s life depended on it.’ The
engineer got a bit puzzled and understood some seriousness and importance of his project.
Reality distortion Field was changing the way the engineer saw his work.Steve Jobs made a
point that thousands of people would daily waste 10 seconds more booting the Computer. The
sum time amounting to many lives. Now this is when he understood that his work in reality was
not just a work but a contribution to humanity and future.A few weeks later the engineer, came



up with rewritten code and reduce the time by 20 seconds. Now That’s Amazing. Steve Jobs
could have said that he is the boss and it was a order to a junior. That could have worked short
term. But what he did changing the perspective with Reality Distortion Field, and the worker
never questioned his work again.The Term Reality Distortion Field is often used to talk about
Steve Jobs’ presentation skills. Most of the people describe it as a fancy name for Pretending or
lying, while I call it a real gold.It doesn’t really mean pretending it can be a better-called mind
game. When you without saying something make people fell in a particular way it is called
Reality Distortion Field. The most common story about Reality Distortion Field include the
following:When Steve was working at NeXT. He had a meet Jonathan Rosenberg, who was at
Google and many others come up to see his newly designed software.Jonathan in the book
'How Google Works' gives this Reality Distortion Field example, where during the presentation
they knew many things were wrong but couldn’t express how they were wrong. After meeting
confused as they went back to car parking they realized Steve waiting for them, to express more
thoughts. Finally, they had to agree with him, even though no one approved it. That was the
beauty of Reality Distortion Field.Another miss conception about this whole idea of Reality
Distortion Field is that it can be used anywhere without the other person getting to know that he
is in the field. This only happens when Reality Distortion Field is applied completely. We have
already said that it is not manipulation. When you lie or tell wrong facts then you shall remember
that person standing next to you is not a fool. Sometimes you have to be brutally honest to earn
respect.After he returned back to Apple in 1997, Jobs summoned Apple’s top employees to the
auditorium, and, wearing shorts and sneakers, got up on stage and asked everyone to tell him
“what’s wrong with this place.”After some murmurings and bland responses, Jobs cut everyone
off. “It’s the products! So what’s wrong with the products?” Again, more murmurs. Jobs shouted,
“The products suck! there's no sex in them anymore!” That's how you make people understand
loopholes. By lying you shall not only lose respect, but also that makes the road more clearly.The
thing is he didn’t say a word about the importance of the work, he always presented it as a
cause. When he launched iPod he didn’t say 1GB storage, he said 1000 songs in your pocket.
Now that feels good. A change is perspective due to Reality Distortion Field.Standing in front of
his employees, Jobs told them, “we want developers to write small, efficient code, not Microsoft
code.” His logic was that would optimize all over the place. The limit would become Apple’s
advantage by forcing developers to do more with less headroom. Reality Distortion field was
hypnotising all but one.The staff seemed to like the logic — Jobs’ reality distortion field at work
— but Shelton wasn’t convinced. “I was the only person who wasn’t accepting it because I knew
how operating systems grow, how software grows.” Jobs thought developers would make their
apps smaller, “but it wasn’t going to go that way,” Shelton says. Software code only ever balloons
in size.With Reality Distortion Field you can even change memories of people when we say who
developed the GUI? You would say Apple or you may say, Steve Jobs. But that is not true. I will
explain it in a minute. First let's understand the idea, Steve Jobs basically when heard a new
idea from someone which seemed to be good. He would put all his heart and soul to develop it



and the result would be that he would talk and interact with so many people in developing it that
naturally, people would think it was his idea. If you are confused, then no problem now read that
story about GUI and then read this again.Story is that Actually Steve Jobs, had allowed Xerox
had allowed buying some shares of Apple at $10 per share, in return to which Steve Jobs got
access to Xerox Palo Alto Research Center wherein 1980’s they developed up revolutionary
idea of GUI, Internet, and Mouse, Steve got enlightened and got to develop it.Xerox had got a lot
of scientists dedicated to developing new technology. Their development took place at a place
far of which was known as Palo Alto Research Center or PARC in short. They developed a
communication system similar to the internet, they developed a navigation system similar to a
mouse, and the third idea blinded Steve Jobs. This third idea was the idea of Graphic User
Interface. They have developed it to a great extent. But Xerox wanted to remain in making
photocopy machines and as a result, they didn't get much support. Steve Jobs put his heart and
soul in development.He put around a year to work it up so that the graphic user interface could
ship with the very first Macintosh in 1984.Whenever required make an instinctive decision, Steve
was very good at it. Whenever possible try to find out what is right and do it, but if everything
seems right then do as Steve Jobs said, "Follow Your Heart And intuition because they
somehow know exactly what you want to be." Most of the times it gets things right and in case it
goes wrong most of the times you would be able to go back to it.Be Yardstick of perfection
demand perfection even if it is not required. A great carpenter would not put a bad piece of log in
a cabinet's back even if it is going to face the wall. Steve Jobs was same, he made a last
moment circuit redesign to just adjust a small wire. Engineers suggested to let it be as it is, but it
was Steve Jobs perfection that he wanted to feel sure that even though it would never be seen
by customers still he would be sure that when that night he goes to his bed, he knows that he
made the thing as great as possible.Here's The ThingHere’s the Thing. You have to put stuff in
perspective, you change Reality. You have to give people a cause or a motive for which they
work. And that’s it that perspective will change the whole thing.The point is all examples of
Reality Distortion Field are just a change of perspective. Unlike manipulation where you present
something wrong, or technically you lie, but in reality distortion field is when you present a point
that is not lying, but that is not really true also.Take my favorite example, when Microsoft
launched their Zune PDA, they marketed some ‘X’ GB storage. When Apple had launched their
iPod they said 1000 songs in your pocket. The point is that it may or may not hold a thousand
songs. But the perspective that they presented allowed them to sell to like hot pancakes. They
just put the things into different perspective. And that is why it is said that Reality is Malleable.
You can bend rules.This is the beauty of Reality Distortion Field, in manipulation, you lie in order
to gain an edge over others. In Reality Distortion Field, you get an even greater edge, and you
don’t lie, and this can be seen in all its examples. You just present a different perspective. A
perspective that makes other people feel good.Another Great example of Reality Distortion Field
follows Andy Cunningham, a marketing expert was working with a photo shoot of Steve Jobs. In
a hotel in New York, he arranged tables and chairs for Steve’s Photoshoot. It was a Fortune



magazine shoot, Steve Jobs wanted Michael Jackson being played in the background so that he
could feel good and get energized for the shoot.So to make Steve behave they had to play “Billie
Jean” soon Steve would start to behave. As the soon as the song would get over, he would start
to lose control over himself and Andy had to rewind the 1980’s cassette and play it again for
Steve Jobs to start working normally. He was setting the environment for himself. He couldn't be
a film star, but he could feel like one.The thing is that it does ensure that another person doesn’t
get to know about it. In manipulation, if a person has moderate knowledge also, you can be
could in the act. But in the case of Reality Distortion Field that is not the case.Reality Distortion
Field played a really important role in the life of Steve Jobs, and it doesn’t seem that this talent is
difficult to imply. All incidences were of day to day life, rather than being some real-world war or
serious level of incidences. He is none of the above case used it does demoralize anybody.
Rather he got unwilling things done from Others or in the case of a photo shoot with himself also.
We should do the same with ourselves.

Steve Jobs Rafael Nadal
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